Do within-document coreference in the following document by assigning the mentions entity numbers:

[The government] said [today] [it] ’s going to cut back on [[the enormous number] of [people] who descended on [Yemen] to investigate [[the attack] on [the “ USS Cole]]]. ” [[[So many people] from [several agencies] wanting to participate that [the Yemenis] are feeling somewhat overwhelmed in [[their own country]].]

[Investigators] have come up with [[another theory] on how [the terrorists] operated][[ABC ’s John Miller] on [[the house with [a view]]].

High on [[a hillside], in [[a run - down section] of [Aden]], [[the house with [the blue door]] has [[a perfect view]] of [the harbor]].

[American and Yemeni investigators] believe [that view] is what convinced [[a man who used [[the name [Abdullah]] to rent [the house] [several weeks]] before [[the bombing] of [the “ USS Cole]]]. ”
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